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alone
Used to emphasize that only one factor out of several is being considered
and that the whole is greater or more extreme.
She alone believed him.

avulsion A forcible tearing or surgical separation of one body part from another.

away Out of the way especially away from one s thoughts.
The teacher waved the children away from the dead animal.

cloistered Kept away from the outside world; sheltered.
A cloistered upbringing.

declension
The class to which a noun or adjective is assigned according to the manner
of this variation.
This declension involves only two endings a nominative and an oblique.

declivity A downward slope.
A thickly wooded declivity.

descend
Do something that one considers to be below one’s dignity.
Three hotels were granted the prestigious five star status whilst others
descended in quality or maintained their ranking.

descending Moving down a scale of quality.
The categories are listed in descending order of usefulness.

descent A moral, social, or psychological decline.
The ancient empire s slow descent into barbarism.

detached Being or feeling set or kept apart from others.
A detached part.

dichotomous Exhibiting or characterized by dichotomy.
A dichotomous view of the world.

digressive
(of e.g. speech and writing) tending to depart from the main point or cover
a wide range of subjects.
A digressive account.
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down Bring down or defeat an opponent.
Our team is down by a run.

drop An instance of falling or dropping.
It was a miracle that he survived the drop from that height.

fall A waterfall or cascade.
That strain again it had a dying fall.

far Located at a great distance in time or space or degree.
Far in the future.

farther
To or at a greater extent or degree or a more advanced stage further is
used more often than farther in this abstract sense.
Farther from the truth.

inaccessible Unable to be reached.
Her unassailable inaccessible image.

individually Apart from others.
Dublin people dress more individually than people in London.

individuation Discriminating the individual from the generic group or species.

isolated Remote and separate physically or socially.
Could not remain the isolated figure he had been.

isolation A feeling of being disliked and alone.
Isolation from family and friends may also contribute to anxiety.

partition
The act of dividing or partitioning separation by the creation of a boundary
that divides or keeps apart.
The cafe was divided up by glass partitions.

remote A remote control device.
Remote stars.

secluded Providing privacy or seclusion.
The gardens are quiet and secluded.

separated Separated at the joint.
The separated spacecraft will return to their home bases.

separately Apart from others.
They arrived together but left separately.

solitary Devoid of creatures.
A solitary walk.

splash
Mark or overlay with patches of contrasting color or texture cause to
appear splashed or spattered.
There s going to be a big splash when Mike returns to the ring.
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